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3

4

SUMMARY5

Combining interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) data from ascending and de-6

scending orbits we estimate both quasi-vertical and quasi-east-west displacements for a7

region in central Algeria, an area encompassing an active large-scale carbon dioxide stor-8

age project, the In Salah gas storage project. The surface deformation associated with the9

injection into three horizontal wells is clearly visible in the InSAR estimates. We find that10

the addition of the quasi-horizontal displacement data enables us to discriminate between11

source models producing similar vertical displacements. In particular, predictions from12

a model consisting of a distribution of volume changes restricted to the reservoir depth13

interval satisfies the quasi-vertical data but does not match the quasi-east-west displace-14

ment data. However, aperture changes on sub-vertical damage zones, intersecting each15

of the injection wells, give rise to displacements matching both the quasi-east-west and16

vertical components. In all cases we can match the observations with the most significant17

volume and aperture changes in regions immediately surrounding the injection wells.18

Key words: Interferometry, deformation, inverse problem19
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1 INTRODUCTION20

Long term monitoring is a key component of the geologic storage of carbon dioxide. This is particu-21

larly true during the initial development of storage technology, when the post-injection behavior of the22

carbon dioxide has only been documented in a few field studies(Arts et al. 2004, White et al. 2004).23

Geodetic methods, in particular techniques measuring surface deformation, can provide a basis for24

cost-effective long term reservoir surveillance. (Fielding et al. 1998, Vasco et al. 2000, Stancliffe et al.25

2001, Schmidt and Burgmann 2003, Vasco and Ferretti 2005). Currently, there are a variety of avail-26

able techniques, ranging from borehole emplaced tiltmeters (Evans et al. 1998, Palmer 1990, Castillo27

et al. 1997, Wright 1998, Wright et al. 1998) to satellite-based synthetic aperture radar systems (SAR)28

(Burgmann et al. 2000).29

Two ways to improve the resolution of surface geodetic data are to improve spatial coverage30

and to include additional components of displacement. Dense spatial coverage allows one to estimate31

the shorter wavelength components of the deformation field.The inclusion of horizontal components32

allows for the discrimination between various source models producing the same vertical deforma-33

tion (Dieterich and Decker 1975, Wright et al. 2004). Thus, it is desirable to maintain a high spatial34

sampling while providing multiple components of displacement. Satellite-based techniques, such as35

interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) providedense spatial coverage (Hansson 2000). Mul-36

tiple components of surface displacement may be derived from InSAR observations using amplitude37

correlations, as in Fialko et al. (2001a, 2005), or by combining data from various orbital geometries38

(Joughin et al. 1998, Fujiwara et al. 2000, Wright et al. 2004, Funning et al. 2005, Teatini et al. 2011).39

There have also been attempts to construct vertical and horizontal displacements from line-of-sight40

InSAR observations (e.g. Oppliger et al. 2006). However, the latter technique relies on rather restric-41

tive assumptions, such as a volume source. In this paper we implement an approach advocated by42

Fujiwara et al. (2000), Wright et al. (2004), and Teatini et al. (2011), combining the SAR data stacks43

acquired from different satellite orbits. Because of the near polar nature of the Envisat orbits, we can44

only estimate two components (quasi-east-west and quasi-vertical) of displacement.45

The decomposition into quasi-east-west and quasi-vertical components is applied to InSAR range46

change observations gathered at the In Salah carbon dioxidegas storage project in central Algeria.47

The In Salah storage project is one of a handful of industrial-scale carbon sequestration efforts in the48

world (Ringrose et al. 2009, Mathieson et al. 2010). Interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR)49

data is used to monitor the fate of the carbon dioxide after itis injected into a geologic formation at a50

depth of roughly two kilometers. One goal of this study is to verify that incorporating the horizontal51

component does indeed allow us to further discriminate between possible source models. A secondary52
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goal is to determine if it is possible to fit the two componentsof data with a model containing the most53

significant changes near the injection wells.54

2 METHODOLOGY55

Here we discuss the technique used to estimate the quasi-vertical and quasi-east-west displacement56

components. We also briefly outline our inversion methodology, in which we use the two components57

to estimate subsurface volume and aperture changes due to the injection of carbon dioxide.58

2.1 A Two-dimensional displacement decomposition59

Synthetic aperture radar observations obtained from a single orbit simply measure the projection of

the surface displacement along the line-of-sight from the satellite to a reflection point on the Earth’s

surface (Massonnet and Feigl 1998, Burgmann et al. 2000, Wright et al. 2004). However, it is feasible

to combine observations obtained from both ascending and descending orbits to approximate quasi-

vertical and quasi-east-west components of motion. To see this, consider a Cartesian coordinate system

where theX axis is oriented in the easterly direction, theY axis points to the north, and theZ axis is

directed upward. In general, in the coordinate system (X,Y ,Z) the displacement,U, of a scatterer on

the Earth’s surface is represented as the sum

U = Uxsx + Uysy + Uzsz (1)

whereUx, Uy, andUz are the components ofU in the east, north, and vertical directions, andsx, sy,60

andsz are the unit vectors in the respective directions (Hanssen 2001).61

In this paper we use range change data from two distinct geometries, associated with ascend-

ing and descending satellite orbits. Given estimates of range change from two orbital geometries we

have the projections of a particular vector displacement onto two line-of-sight vectors. Using only two

projections it is generally not possible to derive the full three-dimensional displacement vector. How-

ever, due to the almost polar orbital geometry, the direction cosine in the northerly direction is small

(Joughin et al. 1998, Fujiwara et al. 2000, Teatini et al. 2011). Specifically, the track only deviates 7o

from a north-south orientation and the look-vector is dominantly in the easterly direction. Thus, the

projections onto the look vectors associated with each orbit, a andb, are

Ua = U · a ≈ Uxax + Uzaz (2)

Ub = U · b ≈ Uxbx + Uzbz, (3)
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two equations forUx andUz. We shall frequently refer to the quantitiesUx andUz as the quasi-east-62

west and quasi-vertical components, respectively.63

The two equations (2) and (3) are well-posed if the angle between the line-of-sight and the vertical

is sufficiently large. That is, we can solve the equations if the look vector of the satellite is not close

to the vertical. A more formal measure of our ability to estimate the quasi-east-west and quasi-vertical

components from the ascending and descending orbit vectorsin provided by their covariances. A

compact formal expression for the covariance matrix follows if we write equations (2) and (3) in

matrix form:

ρ = AU

where

A =





ax az

bx bz





and

ρ =





Ua

Ub



 .

Because the governing equation is linear, we can relate the covariance matrix associated with the orig-

inal ascending and descending range change measurements,Cρ to the covariance matrix associated

with the quasi-east-west and quasi-vertical estimates,Cx:

Cx = A
−1

Cρ(A
−1)T

(Parker 1994). The specific elements of the covariance matrix Cx depend upon the covariance matrix64

of the range change estimates and upon the geometry of the twoorbits, as measured by the elements65

of the matrixA.66

2.2 Estimation of volume change and aperture change67

Here we outline the methodology used to relate surface deformation to processes at depth. The ap-68

proach is guided by the field case described below: the injection of supercritical carbon dioxide into69

a thin, deep reservoir. Various aspects of this approach have been presented elsewhere (Vasco et al.70

2008, Rucci et al. 2010, Vasco et al. 2010). For example, it was noted in Vasco et al. (2008) and Vasco71

et al. (2010), that there are indications of volumetric change along a narrow corridor within the reser-72

voir, extending northwest and southeast from the injectionwells (Vasco et al. 2008). Furthermore, a73

double-lobed pattern observed over one of the wells suggested the opening of a tensile feature, such74

as a fault or fracture (Vasco et al. 2010). Here we generalizethe previous approaches by allowing for75
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volume change within the sub-horizontal reservoir and for both aperture changes and volume changes76

within a sub-vertical fault/fracture zone.77

We consider the situation in which we attribute the surface deformation to the injection of a large78

volume of supercritical carbon dioxide into the reservoir.The injected fluid induces pressure changes,79

leading to volume expansion within the reservoir and possibly fault or fracture growth. Due to spatial80

variations in the hydrological properties, the flow and pressure changes at depth may be controlled by81

heterogeneity. Furthermore, as noted by Rucci et al. (2010), the geomechanical properties may also82

vary spatially, and the resulting fluid pressure changes canlead to varying amounts of reservoir volume83

change. Therefore, we shall allow for spatially-varying volume expansion and aperture changes within84

the designated source regions.85

There are two end-member models to consider: flow and volume change confined to the reser-86

voir interval and flow primarily within a sub-vertical damage zone. As an aside, we note that we also87

tried a third composite model in which aperture change on a damage zone was combined with volume88

change within the reservoir. We found that volume change confined to the reservoir level was not able89

to compensate for aperture changes a hundred meters or more above the reservoir. Such a combina-90

tion resulted in a depression in the surface displacement above the damage zone (Vasco et al. 2000),91

something not observed in some areas, such as above well KB-503. Thus, in order to obtain surface92

displacements similar to what we observed at In Salah, it wasnecessary to include models that had93

variable amounts of volume change and aperture change at, and above, the depth of the reservoir. In94

the following sub-sections we describe each of the end-member models.95

2.2.1 Reservoir Volume Change96

The first model invokes fluid flow and pressure changes confinedto the reservoir interval. The reser-

voir is modeled as a single layer undergoing spatially-varying volume expansion due to the injected

carbon dioxide and the accompanying pressure changes. Spatially variability is allowed in order to ac-

count for heterogeneity in both flow properties and geomechanical attributes. As described in previous

publications (Vasco et al. 1988, Vasco et al. 2000, Rucci et al. 2010), when the overburden behaves

elastically we may formulate the relationship between the displacement vectors,uz (quasi-east-west)

anduv (vertical) respectively, and the volume changes in the gridblocksv as

uh = Ghv

uz = Gzv (4)

v ≥ 0
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whereGh andGz are the horizontal and vertical Green’s functions, determined by the nature of the97

medium in which the reservoir lies (Vasco et al. 1988). In what follows we shall use the Green’s98

functions for a layered elastic medium (Wang and Kuempel 2003, Wang et al. 2006). The layered99

model that we used is the same as the elastic model plotted in Vasco et al. (2010). For the forward100

problem we have the model parameters, the reservoir volume changesv, and we compute the surface101

displacementsuh anduz. For the inverse problem we use the observed surface displacements to infer102

the distribution of volume change within the reservoir.103

As in Rucci et al. (2010), we employ the reflective Newton’s method of Coleman and Li (1996) to

solve the inverse problem. We solve the system (4) in a least squares sense, reformulating the problem

as the minimization of a quadratic function subject to inequality constraints. The inverse problem

is typically ill-posed and often does not have a unique solution (Savage et al. 1980, Parker 1994).

In such cases we introduce additional constraints in the form of quadratic penalty functions that are

added to the function to be minimized (Du et al. 1992, Parker 1994, Murray et al. 2001, Pritchard

et al. 2002, Fialko 2004). As in Rucci et al. (2010) the penalty terms used here include a measure of

model roughness, and a distance measure penalizing changesfar from the injection point. The distance

penalty corresponds to the assumption that the largest volume and aperture changes should occur at,

or near, the injection point. Thus, we minimize the penalized least squared function

P = We ‖ u− Gt ‖2 +Wr ‖ St ‖2 +Wd ‖ Dt ‖2 (5)

where‖ v ‖2 signifies theL2 norm of the vectorv (Parker 1994),We is the data weighting,Wr is104

the roughness penalty term weighting,S is a roughness operator, a finite-difference approximationto105

the spatial gradient,Wd is the distance weighting,D is a distance matrix with elements of||xj − xi||106

on the diagonal, wherexj is the location of the center of the grid block andxi is the location of the107

injection well.108

2.2.2 Damage zone aperture and volume change109

While it was expected that the injected carbon dioxide wouldremain within the sandstone reservoir,110

there are indications that one or more vertical or sub-vertical damage zones may have acted as con-111

duits for flow of the injected fluid (Vasco et al. 2010). Specifically, a double lobed pattern, visible in112

the InSAR images above the injector KB-502 (Vasco et al. 2010), suggests the opening of a tensile113

feature at depth. Furthermore, elongated patterns of uplift over the other injectors implies the existence114

of narrow northwest trending high permeability features controlling the flow. For example, the defor-115

mation pattern over the well KB-501 is reminiscent of volumechange in a narrow region that may116

reflect a fault or a fracture zone (Vasco et al. 2008). Furthermore, recent seismic results image a nar-117
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row, 100-300 m thick, zone intersecting well KB-502 and KB-503, co-located with, and sub-parallel118

to, the InSAR anomaly (Gibson-Poole and Raikes 2010). Basedupon these considerations, we have119

adopted a composite damage zone model in which both tensile dislocations (fault/fracture opening)120

and volume expansion may occur in a narrow planar zone. Our motivation for adopting a composite121

model containing both volume and aperture change is the suggestion in the pattern of surface defor-122

mation that both mechanisms may be at play. In particular, the double-lobed pattern over well KB-501123

suggests a damage zone model with aperture change. Conversely, the simple uplift pattern over well124

KB-503 suggests that the deformation is largely generated by volume expansion. These two mecha-125

nisms may operate in the damage zone along with any volume expansion within the reservoir layer126

caused by the injection of the carbon dioxide.127

The composite damage zone model is similar to models used to simulate dike intrusion (Fialko et

al. 2001b, Segall 2010). The relationship between the quasi-vertical displacement (uz), the quasi-east-

west displacement (uh), and the damage zone volume changesv and tensile dislocationst is written

mathematically as

uh = Ghv + Tht

uz = Gzv + Tzt

v ≥ 0 (6)

t ≥ 0

assuming that the region surrounding the reservoir and the damage zone behaves elastically. The sen-

sitivity matricesGh andGz are similar to those given above,Th andTz are sensitivity matrices

corresponding to the aperture change associated with tensile dislocations, such as the opening of a

fracture (Wang et al. 2006). We also impose a restriction that the volume change is proportional to the

opening of the dislocation

v = kt. (7)

We invoke the constraint (7) because we expect that in regions where the opening of the damage

zone is large, in particular near the injection well, the volume change will also be the large. The

constraint reduces the non-uniqueness associated with theinverse problem. As the dislocation and

volume sources are related by the expression (7), we can rewrite the system of equations (6) as

uh = (kGh + Th) t

uz = (kGz + Tz) t (8)

t ≥ 0.
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Note that, through the last inequality, we require fractureopening and associated fractional volume128

increase, due to the injection of the carbon dioxide. Also note that one can combine the effects of129

volume change within the reservoir, equations (4), with theeffects of volume change and aperture130

change within the damage zone, equations (8). As in Rucci et al. (2010), we solve the system of131

equations (8) fort in a least squares sense using the reflective Newton’s methodof Coleman and Li132

(1996). The data constraints (8) are augmented by the penalty terms described above [see equation133

(5)], and the augmented system of equations is solved.134

3 APPLICATION: THE GEOLOGIC STORAGE OF CARBON DIOXIDE AT IN SALAH,135

ALGERIA136

3.1 Overview and previous work at the storage site137

The In Salah storage project is one of earliest industrial-scale carbon sequestration efforts (Ringrose138

et al. 2009, Mathieson et al. 2010), along with the Weyburn (White et al. 2004) and Sleipner (Arts139

et al. 2004) projects. The project, located in central Algeria (Figure 1), involves removing excess140

carbon dioxide from natural gas produced at three adjacent gas fields. The extracted carbon dioxide141

is compressed and injected on the flanks of an anticline defining one of the nearby gas fields, the142

Krechba field. The carbon dioxide gas is returned to the original reservoir layer, a roughly 20 meter143

thick sandstone lying at a depth of approximately 1.8 kilometers. At this depth the carbon dioxide is144

in a supercritical state and even though it is a liquid it has properties akin to those of a gas. The three145

horizontal injection wells, KB-501, KB-502, and KB-503, are indicated in Figures 1 and 2. The thin146

reservoir layer is overlain by approximately a kilometer ofmudstones and shales, forming a sealing147

cap. Another kilometer of interbedded sandstone and shale lies above the shale cap. The injection has148

continued since 2004 and several million metric tonnes of carbon dioxide have been sequestered in149

this fashion (Ringrose et al. 2009, Mathieson et al. 2010).150

In an effort to monitor the fate of the sequestered carbon dioxide, interferometric synthetic aper-151

ture radar (InSAR) data was used to observe surface displacement above the wells during the period152

of injection. As indicated in the radar image in Figure 1, theEarth’s surface above the injectors is153

characterized by hard rock and boulder strewn fields, with little mobile sand, and thus nearly ideal for154

InSAR monitoring. The main difficulties are provided by several dry river beds or wadii’s and by a155

seasonal lake bed to the north of well KB-503 (Figure 1).156

In two previous studies, Vasco et al. (2008) and Vasco et al. (2010), a single component of line-157

of-sight displacement, the range change, was used to infer flow-related deformation at depth. The158

temporal progression of surface deformation, and by inference the volume change in the reservoir,159
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suggests fluid migration along a narrow high-permeability,northwest trending, conduit within the160

reservoir at well KB-501 (Vasco et al. 2008). A later analysis of the double lobed pattern in range161

change over the injection well KB-502 to the north, (see Figure 2a), suggests the opening of a tensile162

feature (Vasco et. al. 2010). The In Salah project has an active monitoring program (Mathieson et163

al. 2010) and InSAR is just one aspect of the surveillance andverification. As noted above, data from164

seismic surveys has supported the notion of two vertical north-west trending damage zones intersecting165

the wells KB-502 and KB-503 (Gibson-Poole and Raikes 2010).However, no such seismic data is166

available in the region surrounding KB-501.167

3.2 Estimation of vertical and horizontal displacement168

The data are comprised of ascending and descending radar phase measurements from the Envisat169

archive of the European Space Agency (ESA). The temporal baseline associated with the data is from170

July 2004 to May 2008. For the ascending geometry the normal baseline is 500 m while for the171

descending geometry the baseline is 270 m. We compensate forthe effects of topography using the172

SRTM elevation model (Hanssen 2000, p. 13). In order to correct for orbital errors we estimate and173

remove planes for both the ascending and descending geometries. A variogram is used to capture the174

statistical characteristics of the atmospheric noise (Hanssen 2000). The noise power and the spatial175

correlation length are estimated for each image used in the analysis.176

Using the technique noted in the Methodology section, we mapthe ascending and descending

orbit range change data to estimates of quasi-vertical and quasi-east-west displacement. As noted

by Fujiwara et al. (2000), Wright et al. (2004) and Teatini etal. (2011) the near polar orbit, with

an azimuth near 7o, means that the range change is relatively insensitive to northerly motion. Using

equations (2) and (3), we can solve the system forUx andUz, the quasi-east-west and the vertical

displacements. We use pairs of ascending and descending images from July of 2004 and May of

2008. Because only two sets of ascending images are available for processing, it is not possible to

apply multi-interferogram techniques for atmospheric noise removal (Ferretti et al. 2001). However,

using the full set of descending interferograms, which provide a time series, we performed a statistical

analysis of the atmospheric noise power in the area surrounding the In Salah injections. In a region

excluding the area of active deformation we constructed a variogram in order to capture the statistical

characteristics of the atmospheric noise for both components of displacement. From this analysis we

estimate the covariance matrix of the range change estimates

Cρ =





6.25 0.00

0.00 6.25
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where the the components are in squared millimeters. From the parameters for the ascending and

descending orbits, that is the vectors for the ascending (0.3290, 0.9415, -0.0733) and the descending

(-0.3865, 0.9189, -0.0786) geometries, we can form the matrix A:

A =





0.3290 0.9415

−0.3685 0.9189





and use above formula for the a posteori covariance matrix,Cx = A
−1

Cρ(A
−1)T , to arrive at stan-177

dard error estimates of 0.5 cm and 0.2 cm for the eastwest and vertical displacements, respectively.178

The standard error estimates for the two components agree with the analysis of Wright et al. (2004)179

and Teatini et al. (2011). Specifically, these studies foundthat the quasi-vertical standard errors are180

roughly one-half of the quasi-east-west standard errors.181

The resulting vertical and horizontal displacement components are shown in Figure 2 for the re-182

gion surrounding the three injection wells. Note the upliftof about 2 cm above each of the injectors, in183

agreement with previous range change estimates (Vasco et al. 2008, Vasco et al. 2010). Away from the184

injection wells there are vertical variations due to atmospheric effects and near surface changes, such185

as seasonal displacement in the dried riverbeds or wadii’s,of around 0.5 cm. Away from the wadii’s the186

vertical displacement error appears to be smaller, in the range of 0.25 cm, in general agreement with187

the above statistical analysis. The horizontal displacements are roughly the same magnitude as the188

vertical displacements. However, the level of horizontal motion in areas far from the injectors seems189

of the order of 0.5 cm or so, roughly twice as high for the vertical component. These error estimates190

are roughly half of those given in the studies of Wright et al.(2004) and Teatini et al. (2011) associated191

with the Envisat satellites. They give relative errors for the horizontal and vertical components as 1.0192

cm and 0.5 cm, respectively. The smaller errors may be due to the favorable surface characteristics193

at the In Salah, a mostly boulder strewn hard surface. In addition, the desert climate may have less194

moisture variation then the studies of Wright et al. (2004) and Teatini et al. (2011), which focused on195

a volcano in Alaska and a river valley, respectively.196

3.3 Analysis of the displacements above well KB-501197

In this sub-section we consider the horizontal and verticaldisplacements from a region immediately

surrounding injection well KB-501, located on the eastern flank of the anticline that defines the In

Salah field (Figure 1). As a first step we use the two componentsof displacement to infer volumetric

expansion solely within the reservoir layer (Figure 3). That is, we assume that the surface displace-

ment is due entirely to the injected carbon dioxide migrating throughout the reservoir. The injected

fluid leads to pressure and volume changes within the reservoir formation, stress changes in the re-
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gion surrounding the reservoir, and deformation within theoverburden. We allow for variable volume

change within the reservoir layer, dividing the layer into a20 by 20 grid of cells, where each cell is

400 m by 400m in extent and 20 m thick. Each cell may undergo distinct volume change and the re-

lationship between volume change and surface deformation is given by the system of constraints (4).

We solve this system of equations subject to the bounds

v ≥ 0 (9)

using the method of Coleman and Li (1996). Before minimizingP we need to choose appropriate198

values for the weightsWe, Wr, andWd in the penalty function (5). For the data weightsWe we use199

the inverse of the standard errors of the observations. We kept the roughness penalty weightingWr at a200

very small value as compared to the other weights. We chose the distance weightWd by trial and error.201

That is, we conducted several inversions and examined the fitto the observations and the compactness202

of the solution. When the data fit was deemed acceptable, within the estimated errors, we took that203

value forWd.204

The volume changes within the reservoir layer, resulting from an inversion of the data in the205

region around KB-501, are shown in Figure 3. The peak volume change is located at the injection206

well and the region of volume change is oriented along a northwest trending corridor. The fits to207

both the horizontal and vertical components of displacement are shown in Figure 4. For a perfect208

match the calculated displacement would equal the observeddisplacement and the points would lie209

on the dashed diagonal line plotted in Figure 4. The calculated vertical component of displacement,210

plotted in red, seems to match the observations within the estimated error of 0.25 cm. However, the211

calculated horizontal component appears to be systematically lower in magnitude when compared212

with the observed values, with deviations exceeding the estimated error of 0.50 cm. Thus, it appears213

that predictions based upon a model containing volume change solely within the reservoir do match214

the observed vertical displacements but do not match the observed horizontal displacements.215

Next, in an attempt to improve the fit to the horizontal components of displacement, we adopt the216

damage zone model discussed above [see equation (8)]. In this model a vertical or sub-vertical damage217

zone can undergo both tensile opening, which we refer to as aperture change, and volume expansion.218

The model parameters, the location and the dip of the planar damage zone, were found using a grid219

search for a reduced set of model parameters: a damage zone model consisting of only four patches.220

As in the more detailed model, each of the four patches could undergo volume expansion and aperture221

change. The location and the dip were systematically variedon a grid. The best-fitting dip is 83o and222

the best-fitting location is indicated in Figure 2b by the dashed white line intersecting well KB-501.223

Due to the imposed proportionality between aperture and volume change, as expressed in equation (7),224
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we solve for a single, spatially-varying quantity. The relative ratio, expressed by the proportionality225

constantk in equation (7), was found in the initial grid search, discussed above. For the inversion at226

well KB-501,k is given by 0.015.227

After we estimate the damage zone geometry, we use the surface deformation to estimate the

aperture changes,t and fractional volume changes,v distributed over the region. The width of the

damage zone was taken to be 100 m. Note that some care is required in the inversion because the

damage zone model is vertical or sub-vertical and the various parts of the model can lie at significantly

different depths. For surface displacements the sensitivity to aperture and volume changes can vary

strongly with depth, leading to instability in the inverse problem. For example, in Figure 5 we plot

the results of an inversion for the tensile opening distributed over a plane that varies from 0.8 to 2.4

km in depth. For this inversion we implemented a more commonly used norm penalty term in the

regularization of the inverse problem:

P = We ‖ u− Gt ‖2 +Wn ‖ t ‖2 (10)

whereWn is the model norm penalty weighting. Because the sensitivity of surface displacement data228

to a dislocation within the Earth is a strong function of depth, the observations are most strongly229

influenced by the aperture and volume changes closest to the surface. Therefore, conventional regu-230

larization penalties, such as a norm penalty, can potentially biases the result to favor shallow aperture231

changes. This effect is seen in Figure 5, where the solution contains small shallow aperture changes232

and deeper and larger aperture change but little change nearthe injection well. This solution fits the233

observations as well as the model that we derive using the regularization (5), pointing to the inherent234

non-uniqueness associated with the inverse problem.235

In general, it would seem that the model in Figure 5, with the largest aperture changes hundreds236

of meters away from the injection well and randomly distributed shallow aperture change, is not the237

most physically plausible model. Rather, given the continuous injection of carbon dioxide over several238

years, we would expect that, baring some heterogeneous distribution of mechanical properties, the239

largest aperture and volume changes should lie near the injection point. Therefore, we impose a penalty240

for aperture and volume changes that increases with distance from the injection point. Including this241

penalty term and eliminating the norm penalty results in thesolution for aperture change and volume242

expansion shown in Figure 6a. This solution is in accordancewith a physically reasonable distribution243

of pressure surrounding the injection well, with largest changes at the injector and values decreasing244

as a function of the distance from the well. In cases where thespatial variations of geomechanical245

properties do result in the largest changes at some distancefrom the well, for example as in Rucci246
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et al. (2010), the least squares minimization of the penalized misfit does allow for aperture/volume247

changes away from the well if they are indeed required to fit the observations.248

There appears to be preferential flow to the northwest of the well KB-501, to the left in Figure249

6a. This agrees with the inversion for reservoir volume change, shown in Figure 3, where the volume250

change extends to the northwest of the injection well. A similar result was obtained from an earlier251

inversion for reservoir volume change as a function of time (Vasco et al. 2008). The aperture change252

also appears to be asymmetric in depth, skewed towards shallower depths. This might reflect density253

variations in injected carbon dioxide, which is less dense then the in situ pore fluid. We should also254

emphasize that we are estimating aperture and volume changes that are likely to be strongly influenced255

by fluid pressure variations. Thus, the changes are reflective of fluid pressure increases, subject to256

variations in geomechanical properties, and do not necessarily indicate where the carbon dioxide has257

migrated.258

Using the Monte carlo based approach described in Rucci et al. (2010) we computed the standard259

errors associated with our model parameter estimates (Figure 6b). The data error estimates of 0.25260

and 0.50 cm for the quasi-vertical and quasi-east-west displacement components are used in the cal-261

culation of the standard errors. The magnitude of the model parameter errors is roughly 12 % of the262

peak aperture change (Figure 6a). The largest errors are near the injection well and extend along the263

reservoir layer. The errors are influenced by the data distribution, the data uncertainty, the regulariza-264

tion, and the Green’s function. The distance weighting in the regularization may explain why the peak265

errors are found close to the injection well. The layered velocity structure, with a low velocity layer266

surrounding the reservoir and a high velocity layer just below the reservoir, may explain why larger267

errors are found at or below the reservoir depth and elongated in the horizontal direction. In Vasco268

et al. (2010) the layered velocity structure and the large variations in elastic properties were found269

to have a significant impact on the surface deformation. The layered Green’s function and the depth270

variations in sensitivities due to the layering may also explain why the norm constrained inversion271

(Figure 5) has the largest aperture change just below the reservoir.272

Figure 7 plots the predicted displacement against the observed displacement for the horizontal and273

vertical components. Now both of the calculated componentsappear to match the observations. There274

is considerably more scatter in the horizontal component than there is in the vertical component, in275

agreement with the analysis of Wright et al. (2004) and Teatini et al. (2011), and the general variations276

seen in Figure 2. That is, in Figure 2 we noted the greater variation in the horizontal component away277

from the injection wells where we do not expect to see deformation, suggesting a larger error in that278

component.279

Figure 8 displays the averaging kernel associated with a dislocation estimate at the injector, de-280
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noted by the star in the figure. The averaging kernel, computed by the techniques described in Rucci281

et al. (2010), accounts for the positivity constraints in the system of equations (7). In addition, model282

roughness and distance weighting penalties are used to regularize the solution. The averaging length283

is roughly 300 to 400 meters, elongated along the length of the damage zone. Thus, we should not284

interpret features in our solutions that are finer then this length.285

3.4 Analysis of the displacements above wells KB-502 and KB-503286

The vertical and horizontal displacements above wells KB-502 and KB-503 indicate that the injection287

of carbon dioxide gives rise to surface deformation. While there appears to be some separation between288

vertical uplift over each well (Figure 2a), it seems that thehorizontal displacements interfere (Figure289

2b). In particular, the anti-symmetric pattern of east-west displacement due to radial displacement290

away from the source, is seen over wells KB-501 and KB-502 butis not clear over well KB-503.291

Specifically, significant eastward motion is not seen to the east of well KB-503. To account for this292

interference, we conduct a simultaneous inversion for tensile dislocations and volume changes on293

two damage zones. As in the case of the analysis at well KB-501described above, we use a grid294

search to estimate the locations (shown in Figure 2b) and thedip angle of the damage zones, roughly295

85o. In Figure 2 we can see that one damage zone intersects well KB-502 while the other is sub-296

parallel and intersects well KB-503. In the grid search we also solve for the values ofk for the damage297

zones intersecting wells KB-502 and KB-503 [see equation (6)], producing values of 0.14 and 0.009,298

respectively.299

Due to the coupled nature of the surface deformation in the region between the two wells, we300

must solve for aperture changes on the two damage zones simultaneously. In Figure 9a we show301

the aperture changes for the zone intersecting well KB-502.The aperture changes, indicating overall302

damage zone opening are shown in this figure. The result is similar to that for KB-501, indicating303

pressure migration to the northwest (to the left in the figure). Also, the asymmetry in depth is evident,304

with the most significant aperture change found at or above the reservoir interval. These features were305

also present in an inversion of range change for aperture change in a vertical fracture and volume306

change in the reservoir interval (Vasco et al. 2010). However, changes in Figure 9a do extend slightly307

shallower, to a depth of about 1.5 to 1.6 km. The peak change isslightly to the northwest of the308

injection point, perhaps due to noise in the data, there is a wadii cutting across the anomaly above309

well KB-502 (Figures 1 and 2). The offset in peak aperture andvolume change could also be due to310

variations in geomechanical properties (Rucci et al. 2010), that is, the damage zone could be more311

compliant to the north. The standard deviations associatedwith the estimates are shown in Figure312

9b. The peak model parameter error values are around 5 cm, much smaller then the peak estimated313
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aperture changes of 35 cm. As in the error estimates shown in Figure 6b, the peak errors are found314

at or below the reservoir depth interval, perhaps indicating the influence of the layered elastic model315

(Vasco et al. 2010).316

The opening associated with the injection at KB-503 is shownin Figure 10a. The dislocation317

indicates pressure migration to the south-east (to the right) of the injection well. The pattern is in318

accordance with the vertical displacement in Figure 2, indicating that the area of uplift extends to the319

south-east of the injection well KB-503. The standard errors, shown in Figure 10b, are less then 10%320

of the peak aperture changes of 2.5 cm. The distribution of errors is similar to that seen in Figures 6b321

and 9b, with the largest errors at or below the reservoir interval.322

In Figure 11a and 11b the predicted vertical and horizontal displacement components are shown323

for all three wells. The calculated displacements are in fair agreement with the measured deforma-324

tion, plotted in Figure 2a and 2b. The residuals associated with the observed horizontal and vertical325

displacements over the wells are shown in Figure 12. The predicted displacements are due to aperture326

and volume changes on both damage zones. In general the vertical and horizontal displacement resid-327

uals lie within their expected errors. However, the models appear to under-predict the largest negative328

(westward) horizontal displacements. This may be due to noise in the data because in Figure 2 one329

observes negative values extending far west of the well KB-503. Alternatively, heterogeneity may play330

a role because the damage zone is likely to have very different properties from the average layer prop-331

erties used in our modeling. There may be some migration of fluid within the reservoir itself, away332

from the damage zone.333

Considering the results given above, we see that the size of the tensile dislocation can vary dra-334

matically. For example, the peak tensile opening at well KB-503, about 3 cm, is more than an order of335

magnitude smaller than the 40 cm of opening estimated for well KB-502, . The implication is that flow336

out of well KB-502 mainly leads to aperture changes distributed over a higher permeability damage337

zone, whereas, for the flow out of well KB-503 leads to a strongvolumetric expansion. Such consider-338

ations are supported by the vertical displacements plottedin Figure 2a. In particular, the deformation339

above well KB-502 is primarily characterized by a double-lobed pattern of uplift, typical for a tensile340

feature at depth. The pattern over well KB-503, a single peakof uplift centered over the damage zone,341

is suggestive of volume change at depth.342

4 CONCLUSIONS343

As shown here, the inclusion of the horizontal component of displacement adds useful information.344

In particular, it allows us to discriminate between a model comprised of a layer of distributed vol-345

ume changes and a vertical damage zone model incorporating fault/fracture aperture changes and346
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fault/fracture volume change. The value of the horizontal components of displacement has already347

been demonstrated in the numerical simulations of Dieterich and Decker (1975) and our results sup-348

port their conclusions. More recently, Wright et al. (2004)have shown how the incorporation of hor-349

izontal components reduced the trade-offs in a Monte-Carolo inversion of InSAR data for the fault350

parameters of the Nenana Mountain Earthquake in Alaska. With the addition of new satellites, such351

as Cosmos-Skymed and Terrasar-X, it will be possible to extract horizontal components in a routine352

fashion.353

Finding a unique model is difficult with surface geodetic data, even when two components of dis-354

placement are available. In this study, in the face of such non-uniqueness, we were most interested355

in answering two questions. Firstly, could we fit the observations with volume changes solely within356

the reservoir interval? Secondly, can one fit the observations with volume/aperture changes distributed357

on a sub-vertical fault/fracture (damage zone) immediately surrounding the injection well? All re-358

sults with distributed properties, including those in published fault dislocation models are strongly359

influenced by the regularization, be it imposed explicitly,as in our distance weighting, or implicitly360

through a norm constraint coupled with the strong depth dependence of the Green’s functions. The361

results of our study indicate the importance of damage zonesin controlling the flow of injected carbon362

dioxide. That is, using just a sub-vertical composite fault/fracture model we can match the overall363

vertical and horizontal displacements (compare Figures 2 and 11). By adding minor flow within the364

reservoir we should be able to improve the match somewhat.365

While we are able to match the observed surface displacements with aperture and volume changes366

near the injection wells, this does not mean that the carbon dioxide must remain in this region. There367

is the issue of non-uniqueness, other solutions exist that are compatible the data. It is possible to find368

solutions with shallower aperture and volume changes that can explain the observations. Furthermore,369

as noted earlier, aperture and volume changes most likely reflect the total fluid pressure changes and370

do not necessarily correspond to fluid saturation changes. The carbon dioxide is influenced by density371

variations and may possibly migrate upward by buoyancy. Such migration may not involve the large372

pressure changes associated with the fluid injection at the wells. Additional monitoring, such as time-373

lapse seismic imaging or electromagnetic sounding, will berequired in order to constrain the changes374

in carbon dioxide saturation over time. Also, coupled modeling can help in determining if the solutions375

are compatible with the physical processes that are thoughtto control the migration of the injected376

carbon dioxide (Rutqvist et al. 2010, Bissell et al. 2011, Gemmer et al. 2012, Rutqvist 2012).377
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Figure 1. Radar image of the In Salah carbon dioxide storage site with the well locations of the three carbon

dioxide injectors KB-501, KB-502, and KB-503 indicated by the black lines. The approximate location of the

gas field is indicated by the red curve. The insert is a plot of the North African region. The location of the In

Salah radar image within Algeria outlined by the dashed ovalwithin the insert.

Figure 2. (a) Vertical displacement, in centimeters, between July 2004 and May 2008. Upward motion is positive

(blue) and downward motion, or subsidence is negative (red). The thick black lines indicate the extent of each of

the three horizontal wells (KB-501, KB-502, and KB-503) within the reservoir. The approximate location of the

gas field is indicated by the thin black curve. (b) Horizontaldisplacement for the same time period. Eastward

motion is positive (blue) while motion to the west is negative (red). As in Figure 2a, the horizontal extent of the

injection wells is denoted by the thick solid black lines. The approximate location of the gas field is indicated by

the thin black curve. The dashed white lines indicate the traces of the three damage zones used in the inversion

of the displacement data.

Figure 3. The distribution of volume changes within the reservoir layer that best matches the vertical and

horizontal InSAR displacement data in the vicinity of well KB-501. The trace of the horizontal injection well

KB-501 is indicated by the solid Line. The volume change is required to be positive, in accordance with the

injection of supercritical carbon dioxide into the layer.

Figure 4. The fit to the observed vertical (red open circles) and horizontal (blue stars) displacements in the

vicinity of well KB-501. The predictions were made using thehorizontal reservoir model shown in Figure 3.

If there were ideal agreement between the observed and predicted data then all the points would lie upon the

diagonal dashed line plotted on the figure.

Figure 5. The aperture change on a sub-vertical damage zone intersecting injection well KB-501, resulting from

an inversion of the vertical and horizontal displacement data. In this inversion only the data misfit and a model

norm penalty terms were included, as in equation (10). The 20m thick reservoir layer is indicated by the parallel

black lines. The intersection of the injection well KB-501 with the damage zone plane is indicated by the white

star.

Figure 6. (a) Aperture change on a sub-vertical damage zone intersecting well KB-501, resulting from an

inversion of the vertical and horizontal displacement data. For this inversion only a roughness penalty and a term

penalizing aperture changes as a function of distance from the injection well were used in the regularization.

(b) Standard errors associated with the estimated aperturechanges shown in Figure 6a. The model parameter

errors are estimated using the Monte Carlo approach described in Rucci et al. (2010). The reservoir interval is

indicated by the parallel black lines and the well intersection is denoted by the white star.
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Figure 7. The fit to the observed vertical (red open circles) and horizontal (blue stars) displacements. The

predictions were made using the sub-vertical fracture model with the aperture changes shown in Figure 6a.

Figure 8. Averaging kernel for an estimate of the aperture change for the patch located at the injection point

(indicated by the white star). The regularization for the inverse problem included both a model roughness penalty

and a distance penalty [see the penalty function (5)].

Figure 9. (a) Aperture change on a sub-vertical damage zone intersecting well KB-502, resulting from an

inversion of the vertical and horizontal displacement data. (b) The corresponding aperture change standard

errors associated with the model parameter estimates shownin panel (a).

Figure 10. (a) Aperture change on a sub-vertical damage zone intersecting well KB-503, resulting from an

inversion of the vertical and horizontal displacement data. (b) The corresponding aperture change standard

errors associated with the model parameter estimates shownin panel (a).

Figure 11. (a) Predicted vertical displacements for the entire regionshown in Figure 2a. The traces of the three

injection wells are indicated by the thick black lines in thefigures. The approximate location of the gas field is

indicated by the thin black curve. (b) Predicted horizontaldisplacements for the entire region shown in Figure

2b.

Figure 12. (a) Residuals associated with the vertical displacements for the entire region shown in Figure 2a.

The traces of the three injection wells are indicated by the black lines in the figures. (b) Residuals associated

with the horizontal displacements for the entire region shown in Figure 2b. The white rectangles signify the

sub-regions used in the two sets of inversions, one for the aperture change associated with well KB-501 and the

other for the aperture change associated with wells KB-502 and KB-503.
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Government. While this document is believed to contain correct information, neither the 
United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor The Regents of the University of 
California, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not 
infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, 
process, or service by its trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise, does not 
necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recommendation, or favoring by the 
United States Government or any agency thereof, or The Regents of the University of 
California. The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof or The Regents of 
the University of California. 
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